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Editors Note

For the May issue, I have
decided to interview
some CMBA students
about some things they
have been doing over
this quarantine break. I
have been staying at
home and spending time
with my family and taking
online Dance classes. I
hope everyone is staying
safe and doing well.

Monthly Ballet Company
The Bolshoi Ballet

Time well spent during Safer at Home pt. 2
Julia K.
Julia has been taking online ballet
classes in addition to other activities
like riding her bike, and spending time
with her family and dog. She says she
misses dancing and can’t wait to go
back once it’s safe.
Lily O. (standard 1) has been
baking, drawing, reading and
watching lots of movies with
her family. She also spends
time with her dog, Lulu, and
Bolshoi
Ballet
takes her on The
walks.
In addition,
Lily takes online dance classes
in her basement with her sister.

Lily O.

Emma E.
Founded: 1776
Location: Moscow, Russia
Number of Dancers: 228
Director: Makhar Vaziev
What they are known for:
The Bolshoi Ballet is one of
the oldest classical ballet Ballet term pop quiz!
companies in the world.
A: Allongé means to elongate.
They are recognized as
Q: What does brisé mean? Hint
one of the best ballet
the definition also starts with B
companies in the world.
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Emma E. (Standard 3) has been
spending her time by learning
new instruments, baking, and also
keeping up with schoolwork. In
addition, she has been going on
hikes and dancing in her
basement.
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Nana is a sophomore at
Madison West High School
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